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People, places, and events are proper names typically in 
need of explanation and orientation in space and time. 

Several people assisted the work reported. We are grateful for the 
support from the Institute of Museum and Library Services through award 
LG-06-06-0037-06 “Bringing Lives to Light: Biography in Context” and from 
the Advancing Knowledge grant PK-50027-07 “Context and Relationships: 
Ireland and Irish Studies,” jointly funded by the National Endowment for 
the Humanities and the Institute of Museum and Library Services.

For more information:

Bringing Lives to Light: Biography in Context
http://ecai.org/imls2006/

Context and Relationships: Ireland and Irish Studies
http://ecai.org/imls2006/

Selected prototypes and demos
http://metadata.berkeley.edu/demos/

In a paper environment, a library is a good place to 
read and to write because explanations are available.

Reader (or Writer)

Text
with interesting details.

Who was she?
Where is that?
What is this?
What else was happening?

Resources
Encyclopedias

Atlases & gazetteers
Biographical dictionaries

Dictionaries
Library catalogs
Statistical series

Prototype context finder: Proper names marked & listed

Clicking on a name highlights every mention of that name in the text.

metadata repository

entity facts and relations
Brian Boru is a person
Brian Boru born 941 C.E.
Brian Boru died April 23, 1014
Brian Boru died Clontarf, Dublin
Clontarf, Dublin is a place
Clontarf, Dublin at lat/long 53.36667, -6.21667

textual references to entities
"...a poem which mainly describes the exploits of 
Brian Boraimhe..."  
Meidhbhin Ni Urdail, "Two Poems Attributed to 
Muireadhach Albanach O Dalaigh," Eriu (53), 2003, p19.
http://.../w4/irish/library/ériu/i30008347/30008350/#p=19

reference guide
Placenames Database of Ireland
Resource type: Place
URI templates:
http://www.logainm.ie/?text={fulltextquery}
http://www.logainm.ie/?parentID={placeid}&typeID={featuretypeid}
ID mappings...

reference guide builder named entity
detection

named entity
disambiguation

Linked Data
Datasets may be Linked Data, or 
APIs with Linked Data wrappers.

For describing database-driven sites 
and how to deep link into them.

"Facts" about people, places, groups, events, 
topics, works, etc. and relations among them.

union index of selected websites

Index of openly-accesible websites 
(both static and database-driven).

Context finding service1. User submits a 
name or term.

2B. Context finder looks for 
matching entity labels in 

metadata repository.

2A. Context finder 
searches union index. 3. If there is just one matching 

entity, or the user has selected a 
single entity from among multiple 
matches, show known facts, deep 
links to selected resources 
(selected based on properties of 
entity), and top union index results.

Road map for future development

One click opens MENU
of specific resources.
Another click sends query
and displays response.

Prototype context finder

Learner

Help is needed to select the optimal 
menu selection of reference works 
for any given Learner, Document, 
and point in time... and it must be 
easier to use than not to use.

Learning zone
Guides to 

reference works

Universe of available 
explanatory resourcesMenu

Similar texts

Text

Emanuel Goldberg, b. Moscow, 1881; son of Grigorii Goldberg; Univ. of 
Moscow, 1900-04; Ph.D w. Robert Luther, Leipzig Univ., 1906; 
Assistant, Adolf Miethe, TU Charlottenburg, 1906-07; Prof, Akad. f. 
graphische  Künste, Leipzig, 1907-17; ICA, Zeiss Ikon, Dresden, 
1917-1933; Kinamo cine camera, 1921; microdots, 1925; search engine, 
1927; Contax 35 mm camera 1932; kidnapped by Nazi SA; refugee in 
Paris, 1933-37; Laboratory, Palestine, Israel, 1937; d. 1970.


